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6.2 hits per million

1 But should ecclesiastical law trump divine law?
2 Economic logic trumps ecological logic once again.
3 His campaign slogan was "science should trump emotions".
4 The bidding process is normal until someone calls trump .
5 The highest bidder announces trumps before play.
6 The game is *about* trumps .
7 One view of fairness must inevitably trump another.
8 This is one situation where functionality clearly trumps style.
9 There are aesthetic considerations that trump technology.
10 But my loving motivations are soft content trumps form.
11 Food is the trump card around here.
12 Once again politics was allowed to trump science.
13 At a certain point things economics trumps tradition.
14 But political calculations should not trump public health.
15 The pencil test could " trump skin colour".
16 The first card led is automatically trump .
17 The same principles are observed for whatever suit is named trump .
18 The offensive trump card is the smash.
19 The final figure is expected to slightly trump $120 million.
20 The laws of civil society must always trump religious practice .
21 Fifty years of racing engine development trumps 4 valves per cylinder .
22 Too often these days result trumps performance .
23 Trump marriage carry 40 points whereas non trump marriage carries 20 points.
24 Trump marriage carry 40 points whereas non trump marriage carries 20 points.
25 The brotherhood of faith trumps other relationships.
26 There is an ideology that trumps strategy.
27 Innovation and truth trumps lies and theft.
28 The reasonable assumption is that there are missing trumps .
29 In my opinion credible news journalism still trumps all.
30 Plato understood that emotions could trump reason.
31 We think this trumps nude breast painting.
32 But doubt and fear can trump rationality.
33 This may be called the " trump pile".
34 This may depend on the trump suit.
35 The trump suit is called in the normal fashion.
36 Trump purchased the site for $44 million.
37 The defenders should naturally try to change the trumps .
38 Will the permitting city trump the water district ?
39 My assumption is that money trumps ideology in politics .
40 I guess diplomacy trumps arrogance this time .
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